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Troop Build Up The contbming southward movement of
the expanding Korean People's Army

toward the thirty-eighth parallel probably constitutes a
defensive -Mea7sure to offset the growing strength of the
offensively minded South Korean Army, The influx of
Chinese Communist-trained troops from Manchuria, how-
ever, will partially solve North Korea's manpower shortage
and will add materially to the combat potential of the North
Korean Army. North Korean military strength has been
.further bolstered by the assignment of tanks and heavy
field guns to uuits in the thirty-eighth parallel zone and by
the development of North Korean air capabilities. Despite
this increase in North Korean military,strength, the poss-
ibility of an invasion of South Korea is unlikuly unless North
Korean forces can develop a clear-cut superiority over the
increasingly efficient South Korean, Army.
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Troop Build Up The continuing southward movement of 
the expanding Korean People’s Army 

toward the thirty-eighth parallel probably constitutes a 
defensive -rne<me to offset the growing strength of the 
offensively minded South Korean Army, The influx of 
Chinese Communist-trained troops from Manchuria, how - 
ever, wfll partially solve North Kgrea’s manpower shortage 
and will add materially to the combat potential of the North 
Korean Army. North Korean military strength has been 
further bolstered by the assignment of tanks and heavy 

; field guns to units in the thirty-eighth parallel zone and by 
the development of North Korean air  capabilities, Despite 
this increase in North Korean military strength, the poss- 
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lbility of an invasion of South Korea is unlik& &less North 
Korean forces can develop a clear-cut superiority over the 
increasingly efficient South Korean. Army. 
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